Is.cs.rutgers.edu -- Host Perfdata

4 Hours (17.09.17 4:34 - 17.09.17 8:34)
Datasource Round Trip Times

Datasource Packets Lost

Is.cs.rutgers.edu -- Host Perfdata

25 Hours (16.09.17 7:34 - 17.09.17 8:34)
Datasource Round Trip Times
Datasource Packets Lost

ls.cs.rutgers.edu -- Host Perfdata

One Week (10.09.17 1:34 - 17.09.17 8:34)

Datasource Round Trip Times

ls.cs.rutgers.edu -- Host Perfdata

One Month (16.08.17 8:34 - 17.09.17 8:34)
Datasource Packets Lost

Packets lost

Week 33 | Week 34 | Week 35 | Week 36 | Week 37
0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0

- Packets Lost (0% Lost)
- Warning (0% Max)
- Critical (100%)

ls.cs.rutgers.edu -- Host Perfdata

One Year (02.09.16 8:34 - 17.09.17 8:34)

Datasource Round Trip Times

Ping times

RTA

Sep | Oct | Nov | Dec | Jan | Feb | Mar | Apr | May | Jun | Jul | Aug
0.60 ms | 3.49 ms | 0.73 ms

- Round Trip Times (0% Lost)
- Warning (3000.000000ms)
- Critical (5000.000000ms)

Datasource Packets Lost

Packets lost

Sep | Oct | Nov | Dec | Jan | Feb | Mar | Apr | May | Jun | Jul | Aug
0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0

- Packets Lost (0% Lost)
- Warning (0% Max)
- Critical (100%)